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Abstract. In an age prediction problem is difficult to get good results for adults. Almost all people over twenty years
of age have finalized the teeth mineralization phase. Therefore the age prediction for adults needs special methods for
age determining. On the other hand, children have each toothin one of several mineralization phases and the process
of prediction is more precise. In this paper we present successful method for children age prediction on the basis of
teeth mineralization (MFH method). For the age prediction we used a data mining software FAKE-GAME which uses for
mining a special hybrid artificial neural network called GAME. This method provides two important approaches for the
age prediction. It incorporates feature selection mechanism which selects only the most important teeth. It also derives
feature ranking (selected teeth ranking) by using FeRaNGA method during a building phase of the GAME network - data
mining model. As a data set we have used data from Czech male children between 4 and 20 years of age. Achieved
results indicate that some teeth are irrelevant and is possible to remove them from the data set without lost of precision.
Contrary to this fact, there are the most important teeth which can be used individually for the age prediction with similar
prediction error to the results from the whole jaw.
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1 Introduction

The ability to estimate physical age from teeth developement is useful not only in clinical dentist practice but also in
forensics, antropology or paleoantropology. In this article we will predict an age of children by using an ageing method
based on assessment of postnatal tooth formation. This method, called MFH (Moorees, Fanning and Hunt, [7]) determine
stages of teeth developement. The MHF method was proposed in1963 and is based on long term study of 1036 people.
This method is based on visual examination of rentgen pictures. Each tooth in the rentgen picture is examined and
compared to set of stage templates. Then the closest developement stage is assigned.

There are several systems for physical age estimation from teeth developement stages. One is MFH Method used
in this article. Other and probably the best known is Demirjian’s method [9] which recognizes slightly different stages.
Another approach represents Camerieres method [2] which apart of teeth developement uses also open apices and gender.

The success of data mining heavily depends on quality of input features. For some problems, input features do
not contain enough information to perform desired task (e.g., build accurate model or classifier). There are often several
possible input features that can be collected, however mostof them can turn out useless. It is always better to collect
more input features than to miss some crucial one. When many features are available and data records are few, course of
dimensionality prevents data mining methods of working well.

In our case we want to select most important features (often called attributes, factors, inputs) and do not change
prediction error dramatically. In an ideal case is possibleto get smaller error because of removing irrelevant and redundant
features which may include a noise into the processed data. There are special data mining methods for selection of
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important features called Feature Ranking and Feature Selection.
While feature ranking simply assign a rank (relevance, importance) to each feature regardless of their interrelations,
feature selection solves a different problem - to choose thebest subset of features. Note that this subset should not contain
redundant features.

Generally, it is possible to classify feature selection algorithms into filters, wrappers and embedded approaches [1].
Filters evaluate quality of selected features independently from the classification algorithm, while wrapper methodsde-
pend on a classifier to evaluate quality of selected features. Finally embedded methods [1] selects relevant features within
a learning process of internal parameters (e.g. weights between layers of neural networks).

The goal of this paper is to describe results of feature ranking method FeRaNGA where this method ranks only features
preselected by the embedded feature selection algorithm. This embedded approach is based on special type of an artificial
neural network, the GAME neural network [3].

2 Embedded feature selection process

Embedded feature selection process is an integral part of used feature ranking method and needs to be briefly described.
This process is implemented in the FAKE-GAME [3] tool for data mining and knowledge discovery.

2.1 GAME network

A base of the FAKE-GAME tool is the Group of Adaptive Models Evolution algorithm (GAME) producing GAME
networks (data mining models). The algorithm is a modification of the Multilayered Iterative Algorithm (MIA). The
MIA belongs to algorithms for inductive models construction, commonly known as Group Method of Data Handling
(GMDH) [4] and uses a data set to construct a model of a complexsystem. Layers of units transfer input variables to the
output of the network. The coefficients of units transfer functions are estimated using the data set describing the modeled
system. Networks are constructed layer by layer during the learning stage. Main differences between MIA and GAME
are following: maximal number of unit inputs equals to the number of layer the unit belongs to, interlayer connections
are allowed, transfer function and learning algorithm of units can be of several types, an ensemble of models is generated
and finally the most important improvement - a genetic algorithm is used to optimize the topology. The more detailed
description about the FAKE-GAME can be found in [3].

2.2 Feature selection process

Before feature ranking, the most significant features are selected. The GAME network is constructed by using a niching
genetic algorithm - the corner stone of this selection algorithm. Niching methods [6] extend genetic algorithms to domains
that require the location of multiple solutions. They promote the formation and maintenance of stable subpopulations in
genetic algorithms (GAs). One of these methods is deterministic crowding [5]. The basic idea of deterministic crowding
is that offspring is often most similar to parents. The parent is replaced by an offspring with higher fitness, and the most
similar genotypic information. The reason why authors employ deterministic crowding instead of using just simple GA
is the ability to maintain multiple subpopulations (niches) in the population. When the model is being constructed units
connected to the most important input would soon dominate inthe population of the first layer if one have used traditional
GA. All other units connected to least important inputs would show worse performance on the validation set and disappear
from the population with exponential speed.

In inductive modeling one need also to extract and use information from least important features and therefore maintaining
various niches in the population is preferred. The distanceof genes is based on the phenotypic difference of units (to which
inputs are connected). Each niche is thus formed by units connected to similar set of inputs. In the first layer, just one input
is allowed and niches are formed by units connected to the same feature. After several epochs of GA with deterministic
crowding the best individual (unit) from each niche is selected to survive in the layer of the model. The construction of
the model goes on with the next layers, where niching is also important.

Finally we obtain the subset of features which are useful forsolving the given problem. The fact that a feature is used
(selected) means that it contains important information for output determination. Therefore only significant features are
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selected as inputs to the network and thwe one may compute theimportance of each feature. Redundant and irrelevant
features are eliminated in the genetic algorithm.

The GAME algorithm is also used in feature ranking method FeRaNGA [8] where ranks of selected features are
derived from proportional numbers of connected individuals in genetic algorithms optimizing layers of units. Generally,
the importance of feature increases by an amount of additional information to the information carried by already selected
variables.

3 Experimental data sets

In this study we have process the data obtained from three hospitals in Prague. The dataset represents teeth developement
of 647 czech male children between 2 and 20 years of age. Each input attribute in the dataset reprezents one tooth’s
developement stage (assigned by doctors on the base of tooth’s radiograph), therefore the dataset contains 16 intput
attributes and one output attribute - age of child. While the input attributes are discrete values from 0 to 14 the output
attribute is a real value from 2 to 20 so we manipulate with theregression data. There is also possibility that some teeth
had not developement stage recorded. This is typical in young children and the reason for this is that tooth developement
did not started. In older children the missing values are caused by struck out or not developed tooth. The missing values
was replaced by average state of the same tooth of the two closest children - the older one and the younger one. After this
we divided the dataset into training and testing part.

4 Experiments

Teeth significances are obtained as a result of FeRaNGA method and are computed as values prportional to the attributes
utilization. To get consistent results we have to perform more then one run of experiments because of random initialization
of the niching genetic algorihtm which is used for the GAME model building. In this case, ten models were built for each
experiment and FeRaNGA results under 1% were neglected.

There are two kinds of experiments we have performed. First kind of experiments was focused on upper male jaw of
childern and significances were computed for whole jaw first and then for the left part of the jaw only. Table 1 contains
results for whole upper male jaw.

Tab. 1. Teeth significances for whole male upper jaw computed as an average value from ten runs
of FeRaNGA mehtod. Average values were computed only for FeRaNGAresults where individual
attribute significances achieved at least 1 %. Teeth from the right half of jaw are displayed without
a side label. At first sight one can see a dominance of the second premolar on the right side. Also
mirrored version of this tooth, 2nd left premolar, has higher significancy than residual teeth (except
the 3rd left molar which has close value to the 2nd left premolar).

Tooth label 1st left premolar 2nd left premolar 2nd left molar 3rd left molar 1st premolar 2nd premolar 2nd molar 3rd molar
Significancy [%] 0,72 11,71 4,85 10,92 0,46 63,03 1,6 5,33

It is obvious that the second right premolar has dominant position compared with the rest of teeth for children age
prediction. Notice the third left molar and the 2nd left premolar have mutually close values but also higher then the
residual teeth. As an interesting thing we can point out thatthe second left premolar and the second right premolar, (two
teeth with the highest significance) are fifth teeth on the left, respectively on the right, side of upper jaw.

When one tooth is significant then also its twin should be significant. Therefore, when the GAME network is being
built, one or the other (or both) most significant tooth has tobe used in the building process.

And as we can see from table 1 subset of the most important attributes (teeth for age prediction) contains teeth from
both sides of the jaw. This is a reason for the next experimentwhere only one half of the upper male jaw (a half of the
same jaw as in previous experiment) is evaluated. Here we have performed the same procedure as in previous experiment
but with the left half of upper male jaw and expected results are shown in table 2. The most significant tooth for children
age prediction from the upper jaw is realy the third premolar.
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Tab. 2. Teeth significances for the left half of the male upper jaw computed as an average value from
ten runs of FeRaNGA mehtod. Average values were computed only for FeRaNGA results where
individual attribute significances achieved at least 1 %. As we expected from the previous experiment
results (table 1) the most important tooth for male upper jaw is the second premolar.

Tooth label First Premolar Second Premolar Second Molar Third Molar
Significancy [%] 11,33 76,57 2,25 9,79

In contrast to the first kind of experiments in the second kindwe have performed the same teeth significancy compu-
tation but on the jowl. Results for the whole male jowl are in table 3.

Tab. 3. Teeth significances for the left half of the male jowl computed as an average value from
ten runs of FeRaNGA mehtod. Average values were computed only for FeRaNGA results where
individual attribute significances reach at least 1 %. In contradistinction toupper jaw, second molar
is the most important one for age prediction from the jowl. Occurence of both second molars from
the left and from the right side of the jowl (and their high values) acknowledges the hypothesis of the
strong position of the second molar in the children age prediction from the jowl.

Tooth label Second left Molar First right Premolar Second right Premolar Second right Molar
Significancy [%] 38,3 0,33 0,33 60,63

There is obvious dominance of second premolar teeth and in contradistinction to upper jaw, secon molar is the most
important tooth for the children age prediction from the jawl. Table 4 contains result with teeth significances for the left
half of the male jawl. This result is only confirmation of our hypothesis that the most important tooth in one side of jawl
is also the most important tooth for both jawl halves.

Tab. 4. Teeth significances for the left half of the male jowl computed as an average value from
ten runs of FeRaNGA mehtod. Average values were computed only for FeRaNGA results where
individual attribute significances reach at least 1 %. As an expected result the second molar has the
highest significance.

Tooth label First Premolar Second Premolar Second Molar
Significancy [%] 1,46 4,31 94,04

There is one important result which has to be mentioned again. When the male children age is predicted from the
upper jaw then the second premolar is the most important one.On the other side when we use the jowl for the male
children age prediction the second molar is the most important one.

5 Conclusion

In our paper we estimated age of boys from teeth developementstage based on MFH method. In contrast to original
Demirjian method we do not calculate dental score, but we pass teeth developement stages of all teeth to modelling
method. This allows more complex and more accurate models. It also allows us to identify the mandibular second
molar as the tooth which brings the most information for the age estimation from the mandible and the maxillary second
premolar for age estimation from the maxillia.

We also tested the assumption that teeth developement in left and right part of the jaw. Our models created with only
left part of jaw show no significant decrease of accuracy. This means that in case of incomplete teeth developement data
one can combine teeth from both parts of jaw into one half and obtain results without any significant loss of accuracy.
There is also possibility to copy missing teeth from other part of jaws as suggested in literature.
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